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What activities are required for data-driven marketing?

2

Which level of maturity do brands currently exhibit?

3

What capabilities differentiate mature brands?

1
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BCG & Google
have partnered to
answer 3 key
questions

1

Digital marketing maturity considered across key activities

Automated
activation

Measurement &
attribution

1

Data strategy

4

Audience maintenance

7

2

Audience definition

5

Content development &
delivery

8

3

Targeting techniques

6

Media buying
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Source: BCG Digital Marketing Maturity study APAC 2018

Measurement
ecosystem
KPI setting and
optimisation
Testing and feedback
mechanisms

Organisational
collaboration

10 Objective alignment
11

Internal ways of
working

12 Partnership ecosystem
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Data-driven
targeting

Brands across industries and
geographies assessed…

… and separated into 4 levels of maturity

Nascent – Campaign based execution mainly using
external data and direct buys with limited link to sales

Maturity survey
of over 40
brands across 9
industries

Supporting
interviews with
APAC digital
leaders

Source: BCG Digital Marketing Maturity study APAC 2018

Connected - Data integrated and activated across
channels with demonstrated link to ROI or sales proxies

Multi-moment - Dynamic execution optimised towards a
single-customer view across channels
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Emerging - Some use of owned data in automated
buying with single-channel optimisation and testing

Nascent

Emerging
1st and 3rd party data targeting
awareness and purchase with
audiences defined largely by
demographics

Connected

Multi-moment

Range of online & offline data
linked to target audiences along
purchase funnel, defined largely
by demographics and behaviours

Holistic customer view from
fully linked online and offline
data to target customers along
funnel, based on demand spaces

Data-driven
Targeting

Use of 3rd party data targeting
awareness with broad audience
Limited 1st party data

Automated
Activation

Primarily programmatic media
Most digital media in direct buys buys, using manual bids
and limited use of CRM signals
Use of multiple creatives and
signals in some channels

Programmatic buys in digital
channels, with rules-based bids
Dynamic creative automated in
some channels

Programmatic buys optimized
with cross-channel signals
Personalised creative coordinated & sequenced across
channels

Measurement
& Attribution

Some mix measurement but lack
attribution or testing methods
Activity evaluation based on
campaign KPI metrics

Use last click attribution, A/B
testing and mix measurement
Conversion KPIs feedback to
campaign planning

Multiple measurements incl.
non-last click attribution
Business outcome KPIs feedback
to ongoing activity

Measurement incl. fractional
attribution and frequent testing
Business outcome and CLV KPIs
optimize in-flight activity

Organization
collaboration

Primarily siloed teams with
agencies operating at arms
length

Key functions working together
to clear objectives
Project based test & learn
Agencies drive execution but
closely integrated

Cross functional teaming with
common objectives
Multiple test & learn pilots
Agencies embedded and
collaborate

Agile teaming and test & learn
part of BAU
Key activities insourced
complimented by specialist
agencies

Source: BCG Digital Marketing Maturity study APAC 2018
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Maturity archetypes identified across 4 key activities

Majority of brands are emerging or connected maturity, with Harmoney
currently at Connected
Maturity

Nascent

Emerging

Connected

Multi-moment

Industry average
Harmoney

43%

Participants
(%)
10%
2%

Archetype of
maturity

Simple campaign
execution

Discrete channel
activation

Multi-channel
coordination

Cross-channel by
customer

5
Source: BCG Digital Marketing Maturity study APAC 2018
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45%

Industry Best Practice

Maturity for Harmoney and Financial Services benchmark measured across 4
key activities
Data-driven
Targeting

•

Data strategy

•

Audience definition

•

Targeting techniques

Multi-moment
Connected

•

Objective alignment

•

Internal ways of working

•

Partnership ecosystem

Organization
collaboration

Key
Harmoney
Financial Services best practice
Source: BCG Digital Marketing Maturity study APAC 2018

Automated
activation

Nascent

Measurement
& Attribution

•

Measurement ecosystem

•

KPI setting and optimisation

•

Testing and feedback mechanisms

•

Audience maintenance

•

Content development & delivery

•

Media buying
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Emerging

Detail | Maturity across 12 sub-dimensions of key digital marketing activities

3.6
Dimension
total

3.8

Data strategy

Automated activation

2.7
Targeting
techniques

4.0

4.0

Audience
definition

Dimension
total

Measurement & attribution

2.4

2.3

2.7

Dimension
total

Measurement
ecosystem

KPI setting

Industry max

2.1

1.9
Audience
maintenance

Content
development
& delivery

0.7
Media buying

Organization collaboration

2.7
Testing &
feedback
mechanisms

3.5

4.0

3.5

3.1

Dimension
total

Objective
alignment

Internal ways
of working

Partnership
ecosystem

Industry median
Note: each dimension / sub-dimension measured out of a total possible score of 4
Source: BCG Digital Marketing Maturity study APAC 2018
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Data-driven targeting

Six capabilities identified to drive higher maturity
Organisational factors

Connected
data

Automation &
integrated tech

Actionable
measurement

Strategic
partnerships

Specialist
skills

Agile teaming &
fail fast culture

Use of linked 1st party,
3rd party & contextual
data
Data used to inform
content and audiences

Web Analytics and
MarTech in place
Integrated to support
automation of media
buying and messaging

Measurement incl.
sophisticated
attribution with KPIs
linked to business
outcomes and common
objectives across
channels

Active agency
collaboration with key
capabilities
strategically insourced

Specialist skills in
organisation incl.
channel specialists,
measurement experts
& data scientists

C-suite sponsorship
Best practices shared
across teams
Functions involved in
activation co-located

Source: BCG Digital Marketing Maturity study APAC 2018
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Technical factors

For more details, keep an eye out for…

For further information on
this study, please contact:
Aalessio@google.com
or Henry.Leon@bcg.com

and events through H2 2018
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Initial results publication
Q3 2018

The materials contained in this presentation are designed for the sole use by the board of directors or senior
management of the Client and solely for the limited purposes described in the presentation. The materials shall not be
copied or given to any person or entity other than the Client (“Third Party”) without the prior written consent of BCG.
These materials serve only as the focus for discussion; they are incomplete without the accompanying oral commentary
and may not be relied on as a stand-alone document. Further, Third Parties may not, and it is unreasonable for any
Third Party to, rely on these materials for any purpose whatsoever. To the fullest extent permitted by law (and except
to the extent otherwise agreed in a signed writing by BCG), BCG shall have no liability whatsoever to any Third Party,
and any Third Party hereby waives any rights and claims it may have at any time against BCG with regard to the
services, this presentation, or other materials, including the accuracy or completeness thereof. Receipt and review of
this document shall be deemed agreement with and consideration for the foregoing.
BCG does not provide fairness opinions or valuations of market transactions, and these materials should not be relied on
or construed as such. Further, the financial evaluations, projected market and financial information, and conclusions
contained in these materials are based upon standard valuation methodologies, are not definitive forecasts, and are not
guaranteed by BCG. BCG has used public and/or confidential data and assumptions provided to BCG by the Client.
BCG has not independently verified the data and assumptions used in these analyses. Changes in the underlying data or
operating assumptions will clearly impact the analyses and conclusions.
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The services and materials provided by The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) are subject to BCG's Standard Terms
(a copy of which is available upon request) or such other agreement as may have been previously executed by BCG.
BCG does not provide legal, accounting, or tax advice. The Client is responsible for obtaining independent advice
concerning these matters. This advice may affect the guidance given by BCG. Further, BCG has made no undertaking
to update these materials after the date hereof, notwithstanding that such information may become outdated
or inaccurate.

bcg.com

